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Segregation distortionmap of the soybean, in which sequence-based (SB) genetic markers are evenly
distributed genomewide, was constructed from an F12 population composed of 113 recombinant inbred lines
derived from an interspeciﬁc cross involving Korean genotypes Hwangkeum and IT182932. Several
approaches were employed for the development of 112 novel SB markers targeting both the gaps and the
ends of the linkage groups (LGs). The resultant map harbored 20 well-resolved LGs presumed to correspond
to the 20 pairs of soybean chromosomes. The map allowed us to identify the important chromosomal
structures that were not observed in the integrated genetic maps, to identify the new potentially gene-rich
regions, to detect segregation distortion regions within the whole genome, and to extend the ends of the LGs.
The results will facilitate the further discovery of agronomically relevant genetic loci in the heretofore
neglected chromosomal regions and should also provide some important links between the soybean genetic,
physical, and genome sequence maps in the regions.
© 2008 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.Molecular genetic linkage maps provide effective tools for position-
ing genes and other sequence features on a genome. Such genetic
mapping techniques require sizeable sets of genetic markers that are
polymorphic between individuals or populations and that, for correct
and thorough positionings, thosemarkers also be evenly distributed on
a genomewide scale. Recently, many genetic maps in which molecular
markers are distributed genomewide without notable gaps have been
constructed from an interesting mapping population for the genetic
analyses ofmanymajor crop species andmodel plants [1]. However, the
construction of such a genetic map remains difﬁcult for the soybean,
one of the principal crops cultivatedworldwide, owing primarily to the
relatively high chromosome number in the soybean genome, as well
as its ancient polyploidy nature [2,3]. The soybean has a moderately
sized genome of approximately 1100 Mb [4], which is packaged into
20 chromosome pairs [5].
Initial genomewide soybean genetic linkage maps of the molecular
markers have been developed primarily on the basis of the analysis of
anonymous sequence polymorphisms [e.g., restriction fragment length
polymorphism (RFLP), ampliﬁed fragment length polymorphism, andwith the GenBank Data Library
0–ER935540, and ET438050–
l rights reserved.random ampliﬁed polymorphic DNA (RAPD)] [6–12]. All these genetic
maps, which are based on a single mapping population, consisted of
more than 20 linkage groups (LGs), together with many unlinked
markers. The ﬁrst genomewide map consisting of 20 homologous LGs
corresponding to the 20 observed chromosomal pairs was achieved
from the alignment of 20+ LGs derived from each of three mapping
populations [13]. The consensus (or integrated) map was based on the
presence of commonsimple sequence repeat (SSR) loci across themaps.
Unlike RFLP markers, which usually detect more than 2 loci in the
soybean [14], the SSRmarkers employed thereinmap to 1 locus and are
multiallelic in the majority of cases. An additional 420 SSRs were
mapped in the initial three populations, as well as in two additional
soybean mapping populations [15]. JoinMap software [16,17] was
employed to combine the ﬁve maps into an integrated genetic map
encompassing 2523.6 cM of Kosambi map distance across 20 LGs. The
map harbored 1849 markers but included more than 10 intervals of at
least 20 cM. During the course of this study, an additional 1141 single-
nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) markers were also mapped [18]. The
SNP markers were mapped into three populations, including the two
employed in the creation of the 2004 integrated linkage map, and then
combined into an integrated transcript map. The SNP markers ﬁlled
many gaps in the 2004 integrated map. However, the map harbored
several sequence-based (SB)marker-rare regions over a range in excess
of 20 to 30 cM, which harbored clusters of RFLP markers. Taken
together, a complete genetic map derived from a single population,
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closely, has yet to be developed.
SB genetic markers such as SSR and SNPmarkers are anticipated to
be suited to high-throughput genotyping platforms as well as to
anchor between genetic, physical, and genome sequence maps. In
this report, we provide a genomewide genetic map consisting of
20 complete genetic LGs corresponding to the 20 pairs of soybean
chromosomes in a single soybean population, in which SB genetic
markerswere evenly spaced throughout the genome. For the construc-
tion of the genetic map, it was both essential and necessary to develop
novel SB markers that targeted the gaps.
Results
Genetic linkage map derived from known SB markers
SSRmarkers were initially selected from approximately every 10 cM
of the new integrated soybean genetic map [15], where applicable, with
an emphasis on both their upper and their lower ends. When a chosen
marker was determined to be monomorphic in the Hwangkeu-
m×IT182932 mapping population (HI population), the next closest
SSRmarkerswere assessed. A total of 434 SSRmarkerswere assessed for
polymorphisms between theHwangkeumand the IT182932 variants. In
total, 295SSRmarkers, representing68%of the tested SSRmarkers,were
mapped. The SNPmarkers reported by Choi and colleagues [18] over the
course of this studywere not used in the construction of the framework
map or as a source of sequences for polymorphic marker development
described below, although the map was compared with our current
map. In the meantime, the 13 SB markers presented in our previous
reports [19–23] were added to the mapping populations. The results
yielded 34 linkage blocks and 4 unlinkedmarkers in ourmapping cutoff
linkage criteria,whichwere as follows: a LODof 5.0 and a recombination
frequency of 37.5 cM. The genetic map constructed from the established
SB markers identiﬁed almost complete regions of 7 LGs (D2, F, G, I, J, N,
and O) of the 20 LGs of the 2004 integrated map (Fig. 1), with the
exception of both the top and the bottom ends. With the exception of
GMENOD2B, the three unlinked markers Satt577, Satt681, and Sat_413
were located at the ends of the LGs of the 2004 integrated map. The
result that mapping of the SB markers, evenly selected from the highly
saturated integrated soybeanmap, identiﬁed farmore than theexpected
20 LGs in our mapping criteria is not particularly surprising. First, the
alignment of LGs on the 1999 and 2004 integratedmapswas predicated
upon the presence of common SSR loci across the severalmaps. Second,
the maps harbored clusters of anonymous sequence polymorphism
markers, including RAPD and RFLPs.
Because the cutoff criteria determine the number of LGs, we
evaluated various combinations of LOD values, ranging from 3.0 to 6.0
LOD, as well as centimorgan values ranging from 30 to 50 cM. The
change of the linkage distance cutoff criteria ranging from 30 to 50 cM
had no effect on these groupings at a deﬁned LOD score. However, lower
LOD values yielded smaller numbers of LGs, and higher LOD values
yielded larger numbers of LGs (Supplementary Table 1). Subsequent
three-point analysis and marker ordering showed that some groups
obtained using LOD values lower than 4.25 were apparently concate-
nated groups, based on the LOD table as well as comparisons with the
2004 integratedmap. For example, in ourmarker grouping and ordering
analysis with cutoff criteria of LOD 4.25 and 37.5 cM, the presumed C1
and D2 LGs were grouped together (Supplementary Fig. 1A). However,
subsequent three-point analysis and ordering yielded a genetic linkage
map showing a gap in excess of the speciﬁed maximum of 37.5 cM. The
LOD table showed that this was because the LOD score and centimorganFig.1. Genetic map of 20 soybean linkage groups constructed using a RIL population derived f
top of the LG diagram. Distances between markers are shown on the left of each LG. The nov
preceded by “SM”, SNP markers by “SN”, and indel-based markers by “SL”. The novel marker
by p1 or p2 after the original name to distinguish between homeologous loci. Segregation ddistance between the SOYGPATR and the Satt486 markers, which were
presumed to belong to different LGs within the reported soybean
integrated linkagemap, were 4.31 and 21.3, respectively—both of which
are well within the cutoff criteria (Supplementary Fig. 1). However, the
LOD scores and centimorgan distances between the nearest markers
within the putative identical linkage group were, respectively, higher
and lower than those observed between the nearest markers from the
putatively different linkage groups (data not shown). The results showed
that two LGs were concatenated due to the transitive nature of possible
LG assignments based on two-point analysis with the MapMaker
program. Based on these results, our subsequent gap ﬁlling studies
(which are presented below)were performedwith close attention being
paid to the cutoff criteria.
Markers developed from known gene or expressed sequence tag (EST)
sequences
Genomic DNA sequences that were mapped in different soybean
populationswere used to developmakers to connect the linkage blocks
observed in the framework map (Fig. 1, Supplementary Table 2). The
genetic locationsof the bacterial artiﬁcial chromosome (BAC) sequences
anchored by duplicate N-hydroxycinnamoyl/benzoyltransferase genes
[24] were predicted to be mapped between the postulated linkage
blocks of LGs C1 and C2 observed in the frameworkmap.We developed
SB markers by designing primers from the regions ﬂanking the AT
repeatswithin the BAC sequences and subsequentlyﬁlled the gapswith
the newly developed markers, SM307 and SM311. A genomic sequence
of the GmNARK gene, which encodes the NTS-1 locus [25], was
predicted to be located between the two postulated H linkage blocks.
Part of the GmNARK genomic DNAwas sequenced in both Hwangkeum
and IT182932 to develop the SNP markers. The developed marker
SN002.p1was thenmapped toﬁll the gap. Themarker SN002.p2,which
was developed from a sequence paralogous to the GmNARK gene, was
mapped to LG B1. In addition, we developed markers from genomic
DNA sequences known to determine the soybean seed coat color loci, I
[26] and T [27], and two isoﬂavone synthase (IFS) paralogs [28], which
are associated with seed quality. Amarker, SM304, developed from an I
locus-containing BAC clonewasmapped to connect the two postulated
A2 linkage blocks. The marker SL305 developed from the genomic
sequence cosegregating with the T locus was mapped to LG C2. Two
markers, SL009.p2a and SL009.p2b, developed from IFS1were mapped
to LGM to connect the postulatedM linkage blocks. The marker SL009.
p1, which was developed from IFS2,was mapped to LG F.
In addition to the above well-characterized gene sequences, we
mapped 10 markers (e.g., SN003, SL011, and SM002) developed from
soybean ESTs homologous to gene sequences ofMedicago trancatula and
Arabidopsis thaliana (Supplementary Table 2). These markers were
developed inaneffort toﬁndanM. trancatulaorA. thaliana chromosomal
region microsyntenic with the soybean chromosomal region surround-
ing the Rsv4 locus [22], but their accurate genetic locations had not been
determined, aside from their genetic relationships to Rsv4.
Marker development by the conversion of RAPD to SB markers
RAPD fragments thatwere predicted to bemapped to the SBmarker-
rare linkage regions or ends of the LGs in our tests with a set of
62 individuals in the HI population were cloned, sequenced, and then
converted to robust SBmarkers (Fig.1, Supplementary Table 2). A total of
19 SB markers converted from the RAPD fragments were mapped to
saturate the SB marker-rare region (e.g., SL206), connect the linkage
blocks (e.g., SL201), and extend the ends of the LGs (e.g., SL208). Therom a cross between Hwangkeum and IT182932. The name of each LG is indicated on the
el SB markers developed in this study are underlined in boldface font; SSR markers are
s converted from the public RFLP and SSR markers or homeologous markers are marked
istortion regions are indicated by solid bars on the LG diagram.
Table 1
Linkage group lengths in the current map and three previous integrated maps
Linkage group Linkage group length (cM)
Current map 2007 map 2004 map 1999 map
A1 101.4 96.5 102.3 96.8
A2 162.9 156.9 165.7 184.6
B1 134.6 135.1 131.8 117.6
B2 108.8 106.1 120.9 139.6
C1 102.3 75.1 135.6 181.0
C2 127.7 147.5 157.9 193.8
D1a 97.0 109.3 121.0 94.2+29.9
D1b 141.4 143.6 138.0 14.9+91.9
D2 107.0 128.4 133.9 154.8
E 136.3 104.4 71.3 137.8
F 121.2 144.7 151.0 199.1
G 100.0 110.9 116.8 166.0
H 113.3 120.2 124.0 162.9
I 86.2 120.4 125.2 114.2
J 100.4 91.6 91.0 124.8
K 103.8 101.6 117.0 184.6
L 133.8 111.6 115.1 128.5
M 117.2 134.0 142.2 173.5
N 87.2 106.1 116.7 137.0
O 133.0 139.4 146.4 175.7
Total 2315.5 2383.4 2523.6 3003.2
In the case of the 1999 integrated map [13], only the lengths in the USDA/Iowa State
University population map are presented here. In the case of the 2004 integrated map
[15] and 2007 transcript map [18], the lengths of the linkage groups obtained from the
JoinMap analysis are shown.
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ampliﬁed using the stable primer sets designed normally from the end
sequences of the clonedRAPD fragments showednosequencevariations
between Hwangkeum and IT182932 or contained overlapping peaks
indicative of variation between similar homeologous loci in the soybean
genome. More than 10 products containing the overlapping peaks were
again cloned fromHwangkeum and IT182932, and their multiple clones
were sequenced. However, sequence variationswere observed between
sequences fromonly one of thehomeologous/paralogous loci in all cases
except 2 sequence pairs obtained with Operon primer AH08. The two
exceptional sequence pairs were utilized to develop homeologous
markers, SN207.p1 and SN207.p2, which map to LGs F and H, res-
pectively. The results suggested an uneven sequence variation distribu-
tion between homeologous or paralogous loci.
Marker development frompublic RFLP and SSR sequences via resequencing
After the construction of the genetic map using public SB markers,
SBmarkers fromwell-known soybean genomic DNA sequences, and SB
markers converted from RAPD fragments, the LGs A2, B2, C1, D1a, D1b,
E, and K proposed in the 2004 soybean integrated genetic map
remained to be separated intomore than two linkage blocks. To connect
the linkage blocks into their respective chromosome-based LGs, we
converted the RFLP probe sequences, SSR-containing sequences, and
soybean sequences related to the RFLP andSSRmarkers into SBmarkers
by resequencing them in Hwangkeum and IT182932 (Fig. 1, Supple-
mentary Table 1). In addition to the postulated gaps, the RFLP probe
sequences and SSR-containing sequences, which were mapped to the
ends of the 2004 integrated LGs, were converted into SB markers,
thereby extending the ends of the LGs. In the cases of LGs A2, B2, D1b,
and K, one or two new SB markers were determined to be sufﬁcient to
connect the linkage blocks. In the case of linkage C1, only one RFLP
probe sequence from Bng044, originally a DNA fragment of Phaseolus
vulgaris,was available for the development of an SBmarker(s) to ﬁll the
gap at the bottom region of C1 proposed in the 2004 integrated map.
BLASTN searches of the Bng044 sequence hit two soybean BAC end
sequences and one Medicago BAC sequence. When the two BAC
soybean sequences and the sequences of the other ends of the same
BACswere employed in the development of SBmarkers (e.g., SN310 and
SM316), none of themwere mapped to the targeted C1 gap. To develop
markers using the Medicago BAC sequence, AC174379, located on
chromosome 8 of Medicago, we utilized the comparative mapping
approach described for Lotus and soybean by Hwang and colleagues
[22]. In our results, we mapped one soybean EST, CO979202 (SN004),
which is highly homologous to a gene sequence separatedby 14 kb from
Bng044-homologous sequence on AC174379, to the targeted C1 gap.
To ﬁll the gaps between the postulated linkage blocks of LG E
between Satt720 and Satt606 and of LG D1a between Sat_413 and
Satt032, the largest number of SSR-containing and RFLP probe
sequences was converted to SB markers, principally because the
postulated gap regions harbored clusters of RFLP markers with just a
few public SSR markers available in the 2004 soybean integrated map.
Nearly half of novel SB markers converted from the RFLP and SSR
marker sequences that were mapped on LG E in the 2004 soybean
integrated map were mapped to LG F (e.g., B174.p1 and SN305.p2) or
LG K (e.g., A656.p1 and A636.p1), indicating that a part of LG E has a
homeologous relationship with a part of LG F or LG K. The mapping
results showed that, in the case of LG D1a, the SSR markers were
shifted approximately 10 cM downward toward the converted RFLP
markers, relative to the 2004 soybean integrated map. In the case of
LG E, the marker order in our mapping population is very different
from the marker order of the 2004 soybean integrated map. When the
marker order shown in the middle of LG E of our genetic map was
compared to that of the map of the USDA/Iowa State University
population, which was the only map covering the entire LG E in the
1999 soybean integrated map [13], the order of common markers wasidentical between the twomaps. However, the marker order A517.p1–
K229.p1–A203.p1–A963.p1–Sat_124.p1–A086.p1–A597.p1 in our
map is not consistent with the order Sat_124–A963_1–A086_1–
A517_1–A229_1–A203_1–A597_1, in the 2004 integrated map [15]
and the 2007 transcript map [18]. Interestingly, the sequence of A203.
p1 converted from the A203 RFLP marker showed 82% nucleotide
similarity with the soybean BAC sequence containing the SM312 SSR
marker in the 184-bp region, but these two markers were 64.8 cM
apart from each other on LG E. A similar marker ordering was also
reported in the 1999 integrated map, in that the A646 and A454 RFLP
markers, which harbor identical sequences, were mapped 34.7 cM
apart in the USDA/Iowa State University population, but cosegregated
in the University of Nebraska population, probably because one probe
detected different RFLP fragments between the two populations.
Therefore, although more extensive investigation is warranted, the
results of this study suggest that the marker order differences
between our LG E and the previous integrated maps are likely
attributable to a within-chromosome rearrangement reﬂective of
segment duplication in the chromosomal region corresponding to the
targeted E gap. Otherwise, the observed differences are due merely to
an artifact created by the JoinMap program, which depends heavily on
common markers between mapping populations.
Genetic map construction
We have added a total of 112 novel SB markers to our framework
map constructed from the public SB markers and have identiﬁed
20 LGs corresponding to the 20 pairs of soybean chromosomes.Marker
groupings and orderings were evaluated using LOD scores by the 0.25
interval in a range of 3.0 to 6.0. The results showed that one or more
groups obtained using LOD values lower than 4.5 were apparently
concatenated groups (Supplementary Table 1). For example, the A1
and D1a LGs were found to be concatenated up to a LOD score of 4.5
(Supplementary Fig. 1B). A cutoff criterion ranging from 30 to 50 cM
had no effect on the grouping at a deﬁned LOD score, as was the case in
the above mapping data set constructed with the public SB markers.
Therefore, the cutoff criterion was set to a LOD of 5.0 and 37.5 cM. The
genetic map shown in Fig. 1 harbored no unlinked markers and covers
2315.5 cM of the soybean genome in the Kosambi function (Table 1).
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[13,15], both of which are longer than 2500 cM. The current map is
slightly shorter than the 2007 integratedmap [18], which is 2383.4 cM.
However, both the C1 and the E LGs of the current map are
approximately 30 cM longer, respectively, than those of the 2007
integrated map. The LGs were supported by our stringent cutoff
criterion, namely a LOD of 5.0 and 37.5 cM. The average distance
between all types of markers is 5.5 cM. The largest genetic distance
between two markers (Sat_140 and SL202 on LG C1) was 20.1 cM. The
average length of the LGs was calculated as 115.8 cM. The longest LG
was LG A2 (162.9 cM). The shortest LG was LG I (86.2 cM). The total
length of the map distance of our map was 208.1 cM shorter than the
2523.6 cM of map distance of the 2004 integrated genetic map [15].
One reason for this decrease is a lack of development of novel SB
markers at the ends of LGs, where SB markers are absent or sparse in
the 2004 integrated map, including approximately 10- to 20-cM
regions on the bottom of the D1a, H, I, N, and O LGs and approximately
20-cM regions on the top of the I and N LGs. However, our map
increased by approximately 15 cM on the tops of the F and L LGs,
respectively, via the addition of novel SBmarkers, including SN005 and
SL208. Another reason involves the reduction in distance in several
regions corresponding to the clusters of SSR markers in the 2004
integrated map. A few examples are the regions between Satt690 and
Satt194 and between AW277661 and Satt195 on LG C1, the region
between Satt461 and Satt464 on LG D2, and the region between
Satt569 and Satt114 on LG F. Interestingly, the addition of novel SB
markers to the regions corresponding to the RFLP marker clusters in
the 2004 integrated map did not change the map distance by more
than 5 cM, with the notable exception of LG E. The addition of novel
markers to such a region on LG E resulted in an increase of more than
60 cM in map distance. The correspondence between all of the LGs in
this map and the LGs of the previous soybean integrated genetic maps
was reasonablygood. Overall, themarker orders remain identical, with
the exception of a few regions, including parts of D1a and E, as
described above.
Homeologous chromosomal regions identiﬁed by the development of SB
markers
Among more than 20 primer pairs that yielded sequence traces
indicative of two or more amplicons, we developed homeologous
markers fromeach of 11 paralogous sequence pairs. Overall, the degree
of similarity between homeologous sequences ranged between 73.4
and 96.5% (Supplementary Table 3). The average nucleotide identity
observed between homeologous genic regions wasmeasured at 81.4%.
Segregation distortion regions
For 31 of 421 markers, the actual segregation ratios differed
signiﬁcantly from the theoretical 1:1 ratio (χ2N3.841; pb0.05). These
markers were distributed throughout 12 regions of 11 LGs (Fig. 1). We
noted 10 regions in which the Hwangkeum allele frequency was
higher than expected and 2 regions where the IT182932 allele
frequency was higher than expected. In half of the cases, distorted
marker segregation identiﬁed multiple marker regions with abnormal
allele ratios. Three distorted regions that showed an excess of
Hwangkeum alleles spanned more than 30 cM: Sat_097 through
Sat_347 on LG A2, AI856415-S through Satt290 on LG D1b, and Satt192
through SN207.p2 on LG H. One distorted region including the loci of
Sct_034.p1, Satt416, and SN203 on LG B2, which showed an excess of
IT182932 alleles, encompassed more than 10 cM.
Discussion
The ﬁrst genetic map covering the complete set of 20 LGs corre-
sponding to the 20 soybean chromosomes in a single population wasprepared via the mapping of 309 public SB markers and 112 novel SB
markers. The set of 20 linkage groups was supported by a high
stringent cutoff criterion of the MapMaker program [29]. The novel
markers were developed from conversion via the resequencing of
RAPD, RFLP, and SSR markers and well-characterized genes or
developed from full or end sequences of the BACs identiﬁed by RFLP
or SSR markers. Our genetic map appears to cover the whole genome
fairly well, with the exception of a total of approximately 60 cM
corresponding to SB marker-rare ends of several LGs on the 2004
integrated map [15]. The total length of the current map is 200 cM
shorter than that of the integrated maps, principally due to the
reductions in distance in several regions corresponding to the clusters
of SSR markers in the integrated maps. Markers developed fromwell-
characterized gene sequences, the majority of which functioned as
important markers to ﬁll the gaps, were located in the regions
determined in the previous mapping reports in various populations,
thereby indicating that the overall marker ordering and linkage group
structure of the current map are reliable. More than 100 novel SB
markers were geneticallymapped to certain SBmarker-rare regions or
gaps existingwithin the integrated soybean geneticmaps.With regard
to the physical mapping andWGSS projects, which are currently being
applied to the soybean genome [30], the SB markers evenly covering
the soybean genome presented herein should provide some important
links between the genetic, physical, and sequence maps.
Molecular genetic markers that are polymorphic within one
population are frequently monomorphic in another. JoinMap analysis
[16,17] allows for the combination of data from mapping populations
in which not all markers are common. One proviso regarding the
JoinMap approach is that the accuracy of the integrated map relies
signiﬁcantly upon how many segregating markers exist in common
among differentmaps [31]. It remains to be determined howmuch the
recombinant frequency and the distribution of recombination events
of these common markers along chromosomes vary among different
mapping populations. Our effort to construct the current map with a
single population provided the opportunity to evaluate the soybean
integrated maps [13,15,18] constructed using the JoinMap program.
First, we determined that linkage regions inwhich SSRmarkers, which
were a primary source of common markers in the map integration,
clustered in the integrated map spanned greater map distances in the
integrated maps than in the current map. This is probably because the
close or cosegregating markers might be forced to be ordered. Second,
the map distance of LG E increased by more than 60 cM relative to the
integrated map. This is probably because the different loci that, using
the same RFLP probe, were detected in the putative chromosomal
rearrangement region reﬂective of segment duplication were treated
as the same locus in the JoinMap analysis, resulting in a compression
of map distance. Third, the gap ﬁlled by the two RFLP markers,
Bng044_2 and Bng012_1, presented in the 2004 integrated soybean
map harbored no SB markers [15]. The gap region and bottom region
of greater than 40 cMwas deleted in the 2007 transcript soybeanmap,
for an unspeciﬁed reason [18]. This was probably because the data for
this region in the USDA/Iowa State University A81-356022×PI468916
population, which is a sole population containing the marker data in
this region, was not included in the JoinMap analysis. Using our
mapping population, we found evidence consistent with the USDA/
Iowa State University population, via mapping of SN004 targeted to
the SB-free region by a comparative genomics approach.
A proposed method for ﬁlling the gaps to place the SSR loci in the
regions with only RFLP markers is to use BAC clones selected by the
RFLP markers for the development of targeted SSR markers [32]. More
than 100 new SSR markers in the 2004 integrated map [15] were
developed by this targeting approach. In addition to the use of this
approach, we used other new methods during the construction of the
current map, including comparative genomics between soybean and
model plants, the use of homeologous relationships between soybean
chromosomes to ﬁll the gaps, and resequencing of public molecular
58 K. Yang et al. / Genomics 92 (2008) 52–59markers, BAC end sequences (BES), and well-characterized genes.
Nevertheless, RAPD-converted SB markers, which were randomly
selected to target to the SB marker-rare regions, proved quite helpful.
Without those markers, it would have been impossible to ﬁll the gaps.
The relationship between the gene-rich regions and the molecular
marker-mapping regions in the soybean genome has yet to be fully
understood. The BES of the BACs identiﬁed with the PstI-derived RFLP
probes harbored 50% more gene-like sequences and 45% less
repetitive sequences than the BES of BACs identiﬁed with SSR markers
[33]. Thus, Marek and colleagues [33] suggested that, relative to SSRs,
RFLPs tended to be more closely associated with gene-rich regions.
Mudge and colleagues [34] also showed that the gene-derived RFLPs
were clustered within the genome, thereby suggesting that the
majority of genes in the soybean are clustered in approximately 25% of
the genome. By way of contrast, the positioning of 1141 markers
predicated upon genic sequences on the preexisting SSR/RFLP map
clearly supported the gene clustering on the genetic map and, in
particular, suggested that the SSR markers appear to be at least as
closely associated with the genic sequences as are the RFLP markers
[18]. This is consistent with an analysis of DNA sequence data from
Arabidopsis, rice, soybean, maize, andwheat [35]. Interestingly, several
gene-based SNPs mapped in this study, including SN004, SL206,
SN002.p1, and SL009.p2a, effectively ﬁlled SB marker-rare regions
within the previous integrated maps. Thus, although the current
mapping effort was not aimed toward the determination of gene
distribution within the soybean genome, this unexpected result
showed that some gene-rich regions may not have been detected in
the previous mapping efforts.
We detected some segregation distortion regions on the linkage
maps constructed herein. Segregation distortion may result from
gametophytic competition resulting in preferential fertilization or
from abortion of the male or female gametes or zygotes [36]. Thus, the
occurrence of segregation distortion at a certain chromosomal region
varies depending on which of the parents in a crossed population is
female or male, as well as the combinations of genes that permit its
gametes to be preferentially transmitted [37,38]. Segregation distor-
tion regions have yet to be thoroughly determined in the soybean
[11,39] with regard to the above biological traits. Interestingly, three
major segregation distortion regions on LGs A2, D1b, and G were
found to correspond to the genetic locations of soybean male- or
female-sterile genes: the soybean male-sterile (ms) locus [40] and the
female partial-sterile (Fsp1) locus [41] on LG D1b, the Fsp3 locus on LG
A2 [42], and the Fsp5 locus on LG G [42].
Materials and methods
Plant materials
A population of 113 F2-derived F12 recombinant inbred lines (RILs) generated via an
interspeciﬁc cross between Glycine max “Hwangkeum” and Glycine soja Siebold & Zucc.
“IT182932,” a wild annual progenitor of the soybean (referred to as the HI population),
was employed to construct a genomewide genetic map of the soybean. The RILs were
developed through single seed descent from different F2 plants carrying the plant
population from F2 to F11. Starting from the year 1998, plant generations were advanced
two times every year in a greenhouse in Suwon, Korea. One F12 plant germinated from
seeds of each F11 line was selected to be used for DNA extraction.
RAPD analysis
Four hundred twenty oligonucleotide primers (10-mers), including RAPD 10-mer
sets A to G, W to Z, and AA to AJ from Operon Technologies, Inc. (Alameda, CA, USA),
were utilized to screen for the RAPD polymorphisms. The PCR was predicated on the
method described by Williams and colleagues [43] with minor modiﬁcations. In the
initial primer screening, only IT182932 and Hwangkeum were utilized. Once a RAPD
was observed, the primer was tested in a set of 12 RILs to conﬁrm its reproducibility.
Finally, the RAPD was genotyped in over 50 additional RILs from the HI population to
determine its approximate genetic location within the soybean genome. Bands of
RAPD products that were predicted to be located at known SB marker-rare linkage
regions were cloned and then sequenced to convert them to robust SB markers, as
previously described [20]. Sequence analysis was conducted using BioEdit version
5.0.6 [44].Sequence analysis and marker development
The sequences of soybean RFLP and SSR markers and several well-characterized
soybean genomic DNA sequences were acquired from the National Center for
Biotechnology Information (NCBI) databases (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/). The
sequences were employed to query the NCBI databases, using BLASTN. In cases in
which no other sequences signiﬁcantly similar to the query sequence were registered in
the NCBI databases, oligonucleotide primer pairs were designed for the PCR
ampliﬁcation of the corresponding genomic DNA fragment from the soybean mapping
parents, Hwangkeum and IT182932. In cases in which the query sequence hit other
soybean sequences that were potentially orthologous or paralogous to it, those
sequences were aligned to design oligonucleotide primers to PCR-amplify each of the
aligned sequence groups selectively. Sequence analyses were conducted using BioEdit
software [44]. Those PCR products that yielded overlapping sequencing peaks were
subcloned into a plasmid for sequencing. More than two clones were sequenced to
avoid the SNPs generated from Taq polymerase errors. Finally, sets of allele-speciﬁc PCR
primers for the genotyping of SNPs or primer sets for the genotyping of sequence-
length polymorphisms were designed, as previously described [20].
Some of the query sequences showed similarity to completely sequenced or
partially sequenced soybean BAC sequences. Sequence-ﬂanking ATor AAT repeats in the
BAC sequences were utilized in the design of SSR primer pairs.
In the case of the RFLP marker Bng044, which originated from the P. vulgaris
genome, its sequence showedweak similarity to several soybean sequences, as well as a
Medicago BAC sequence located on chromosome 8 of Medicago. Simultaneous with the
analysis of those soybean sequences, we employed a comparative genomics method to
develop markers from the Medicago sequence, as previously described [22].
Marker genotyping
Young trifoliate leaf tissues from the greenhouse-grown RILs of the HI population
and soybean parents were collected. DNA was isolated via a cetyltrimethylammonium
bromide extraction method, as described by Doyle and Doyle [45]. Ampliﬁcation using
microsatellite primer sets was conducted, as previously described [13,22]. Primers for
SSR analysis were custom made by Bioneer (Daejeon, Korea). Publicly available
microsatellite or SNP primers were synthesized in accordance with the previously
reported sequences [15,19–23]. Allele-speciﬁc SNP and simple-sequence-length
polymorphism markers were analyzed as previously described [20].
Map construction
MapMaker 3.0b [29,46] was utilized to group and order the genetic loci. Themarker
loci were grouped at a LOD of 5.0 and a maximum genetic distance of 37.5 cM. Marker
order within a group was determined using the Three point and Order commands. The
marker order was rechecked via repetitive use of the Compare command. The Kosambi
centimorgan functionwas used, with error detection on. The error detection probability
level was set to 1%. The LGs were named in accordance with the designations of the
consensus map generated by Song and colleagues [15].
Segregation distortion
We attempted to determine whether the allele frequencies of all markers on the
linkage map corresponded to each theoretical frequency on the basis of the χ2 test.
When the adaptable probabilities of the markers were b0.05, the markers were
considered to indicate segregation distortion.
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